Mobile Biometric Identity Veriﬁcation
Digital Identity Prooﬁng with Certainty
Request an oﬃcial ID check in seconds, from
anywhere in the world, with Proof™ by Ipsidy.
PROOF

PROOF

In a world of increasing fraud and security threats, it’s more important than ever to verify
identity with certainty. Have complete confidence in the identities of customers and
prospective employees with Proof by Ipsidy – a mobile identity verification solution
using government-issued credentials as the trusted source, combined with real-time
biometric certainty and the convenience of mobile technology.

PROOFED

Proof provides remote mobile identity proofing and transaction authentication for
high-integrity business interactions like major financial transactions, application and
enrollment processes, new customer, employee, and student on-boarding, sale of
age-restricted product, building access verification, and more.

How it Works
 Employers, businesses, institutions and organizations can remotely validate a
person’s identity using different types of Government-issued credentials ePassport, eID (ICAO 9303 Chip), US Driver’s License.
 Using the camera on any Apple or Android smart phone, Proof scans an ID to
extract critical information and reads and validates meaningful data that’s
stored in ePassports and eIDs to provide an official identity check.
 No hardware needed – the customer captures a real-time selfie that is matched
against the facial image stored within ePassport or eID chips or printed on
government issued IDs, and verifies identity.
 Proof by Ipsidy checks the biometric match of the selfie image against the
image extracted from the credential chip and the validity of Chip Data
Signature and Signature Trust Chain
 Requesting parties can receive all data extracted from the credential, facial
images (live and stored), an image of the ID, a biometric match score, and a
record of active end-user consent to the entire process.
 Ipsidy offers Proof from the secure Ipsidy Identity Portal allowing agents to
simply enter a mobile phone number to deliver a request to a prospective

Beneﬁts
 Enroll new customers faster,
from anywhere in the world, with
greater biometric certainty.
 Eliminate the need for
face-to-face, in-person ID checks.
 Stop asking for photocopies that
need to be safely stored or
destroyed.
 Significantly decrease the time it
takes to verify a person’s identity
with an official ID.
 Optimize business processes
with the Ipsidy platform: A
verified identity obtained from
Proof can be used for future,
multi-factor authentication
protection on a variety of
account transactions.

customer who uses Ipsidy’s mobile app to complete the process in seconds.
Additionally, Proof can be integrated with your systems using our simple APIs.
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